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What can be done with interstitial spaces that lead to urban blight and neighborhood
fragmentation? One can adapt these sites to serve the desperate need for quality open space in urban neighborhoods. The session highlights how “forgotten” nooks can be transformed to breathe new life into the city.
•

How to critically examine the community’s needs, and rigorously questioning how to make the best use of
leftover, marginalized, underused spaces.

•

Design as an activation tool vs design as a gentrification tool – what is the correct balance and our
professional duty to serve the interests of the public?

•

What are the new frontiers of ‘the margin’?
•

Small: triangular medians, turning lanes, underutilized parking lots

•

Medium: Former shopping malls, areas above/under/over/in public infrastructure

•

Large: Airports, rail yards, decommissioned army yards

Learning Objectives:
•

How do art and design resuscitate marginalized spaces to nurture identity, visibility, and pride?

•

Learn about the toughest hurdles: coordination between multiple agencies and stakeholders.

•

Designing for the people: How can artistic design solutions interpret community desires?

•

Art and Design: its power as a draw for revitalization efforts in US and abroad.

Case Studies:
•

Buffalo Bayou Park and Cistern – Houston, Texas.

•

Ricardo Lara Linear Park – Los Angeles, CA.

•

CicLAvia – Los Angeles, CA.
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Ken Smith, PLA, FASLA
Founder & Principal, Ken Smith Workshop
Ken Smith is one of the best-known of a generation of landscape architects equally at home in the
worlds of art, architecture, and urbanism. Trained in both design and the fine arts, he explores the
relationship between art, contemporary culture, and landscape. Smith’s approach is directed at
projects of varying scales and types: temporary installations, private residential gardens, public
spaces, parks, and commercial projects. With a particular emphasis on projects that explore the
symbolic content and expressive power of landscape as an art form, the Workshop specializes in
the investigation of new expressions in landscape design.

1970 - 1980

A SHORT HISTORY OF MARGINALIZED SPACES

Ken Smith Workshop:
Ken Smith Workshop is an award winning design
firm with experience in a wide variety and scale

PEOPLE WILL SIT ON ANYTHING
AND EVERYTHING

of projects.
The firm practices landscape design primarily
in the realm of public space. Typical design
problems involve making landscape space within

PEOPLE LIKE MOVABLE FURNITURE

the context of existing, reworked or complex
urban fabric. This requires a strategic approach

2015

A SHORT HISTORY OF MARGINALIZED SPACES

in making the strongest conceptual landscapes
within the limits and possibilities of the site’s
infrastructure, context and program. This has
led to pushing beyond traditional landscape
typologies of plaza, street, and garden to
conceptualize landscapes that are hybridized
from diverse traditions and influences of the
contemporary culture.

ASLA 2015 Annual Meeting and EXPO
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Ying-yu Hung, ASLA
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Managing Principal, SWA Los Angeles
Throughout her practice, Ying-yu has pushed the boundaries of her design with tenacity and
creativity, willing to take risks with innovative material applications and construction methods.
Committed to advancing the field through her teaching and lecture engagements, Ying-yu’s
academic interests push the next generation of designers to tackle global challenges through the
practice of landscape architecture.

Key Learning Objectives from Ricardo
Lara Linear Park, Lynwood, CA:
How to revitalize “marginalized space” – spaces in a
community that have fallen into disuse, are not well
maintained, or have unrealized potential.
How to utilize hollowed out civic cores and other
infrastructural rights-of-way
Learning objectives include:
•

How landscape architecture can mediate the
pressures of population growth, environmental
degradation and urbanization;

•

What is the role of our profession in terms of
revitalization, reuse;
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Aaron Paley
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President, CARS
President and Co-founder of Community Arts Resources (CARS), founder of Yiddishkayt, and
the founding Executive Director of CicLAvia (the nation’s largest open streets event), Paley has
always been ahead of the curve with hybrid organizational forms, creative placemaking, urban
interventions and transformational cultural and civic events. He is a recipient of the Durfee
Foundation’s Stanton Fellowship and an honorary member of the LA Chapter of the AIA. Paley
received a B.A. in Architecture from UC Berkeley’s College of Environmental Design and an M.B.A. in
Non-Profit Arts Management from UCLA’s Graduate School of Management.

CREATING NEW PUBLIC SPACES FOR LOS ANGELES

Key Learning Objectives:
•

to transforming place in people’s memories.

AARON PALEY

President, Community Arts Resources

Authentic art and culture are integral tools

•

Active engagement is a part of how people
perceive place

•

The streets belong to us

•

Temporary transformations of space can
forever change a city’s perception
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Guy Hagstette, FAIA
Director of Parks and Civic Projects, Kinder Foundation
Guy is a registered architect and urban planner who furthers the foundation’s support for
Houston’s parks and developing greenspaces as community focal points. He was a consultant to
the Foundation and Houston Parks Board on Bayou Greenways 2020 and also on the improvements
on Buffalo Bayou Park for the Buffalo Bayou Partnership. He was the founding president and park
director of Discovery Green; served as special assistant for urban design to Mayor Bill White; and
was director of planning and development for Central Houston, Inc.

Key Learning Objectives from Buffalo
Bayou, Houston TX:
•

What it means to create public art inside
infrastructure - regulatory hurdles,
finding funding, engaging artists and local
communities,and maintaining / generating
community interest.

•

What public spaces like the Buffalo Bayou
Park means to Houston

•

Aftermath of Hurricane Harvey, as well as
other flooding events at Buffalo Bayou

B U F FA L O B AYO U PA R K A N D T H E C I S T E R N
HOUSTON
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